Expert Coding
= Compliance
The Expertise You Need
Radiation Business Solutions offers coding services for hospitals and
freestanding centers that provide radiation therapy but do not have the
staffing or expertise in coding this complicated specialty. RBS provides you a
combination of certified coders, audit processes, and expertise to code your
radiation oncology procedures. We’ll ensure that each procedure is coded
correctly, and that your documentation meets coding requirements.

Deliverables
 Complete review of internal oncology system setup to ensure accuracy

and adherence to clinical workflow.

 Dedicated coders available to physicians and staff for questions.
 Acts as a gatekeeper by identifiying incomplete documentation and

documentation errors to allow for proactive correction.
 Comparison between the schedule and submitted charges.
 Every line item is checked against documentation to ensure accurate
reporting of services rendered.
 Discrepancies are reported back to allow for correction prior to claim
submission.
 Application of modifiers when appropriate.
 Direction on opportunities for documentation improvements to coincide
with the latest payer guidelines.
 Assistance with payer authorizations, denials, and reimbursement issues.
 As experts in the field, we inform you of annual coding updates, system
upgrades, new treatment techniques and best practice.
Charge entry services are also available, and our coding services can be
combined with our in-house billing services.

Want to learn more?
Contact us today for more information. Let us show you how our
coding services can improve your efficiency, and your bottom line.
615.746.4711 | info@RadiationBusiness.com | www.RBSEvolution.com

Beyond Billing Services:
Reducing Physician and
Patient Financial Anxiety
At Radiation Business Solutions,
we relieve financial anxiety
for physicians so that they
can focus on healing patients.
RBS specializes in radiation
oncology billing, radiation
oncology coding, management
solutions, new cancer center
development, and the patient
experience. Each year, we
relieve financial anxiety for over
2,700 patients a day and over
200 physicians so that they can
focus on health.

“Radiation Business Solutions has
been wonderful to work with.
Their assistance in setting up our
global billing and tracking physician
productivity have been critical to our
success. Leah makes herself readily
available and is very easy to talk to.
A thorough audit later showed
less than 1% error rate. Radiation
Business Solutions has truly been
a valuable partner.”
– Ernaldo Elemento Jr.
Vice President of Professional Services
Hamilton Medical Center

